Beardy
Bros

Beards come and go. Recently, beard grooming
has become fashionable again.
This can be explained at least in part by the ongoing hipster
trend and by the charitable ‘Movember’ campaign which
challenges men to raise money by growing a moustache
during the month of November.
Male role models such as rulers, explorers and movie stars
have often guided pogonotomy trends. But the decision of
whether or not to shave can be influenced by a lot more than
just the whims of fashion: religious, social and cultural identity
all play a part, as do age and self-perception.
Thankfully, painters and sculptors were on hand to document
the outcomes. Therefore, we bring you the finest selection of
beards from Aberdeen Art Gallery and Museums’ collection.

Pogonotomy is the art of shaving,
from the Greek words pogon for
beard and témno, to cut.

Painters of Beards,
Beards of Painters
Between 1550 and 1650, the beard
was seen as a mark of manliness
and sexual prowess, thanks to
contemporary medical theories.
In 1637, George Jamesone
portrayed himself sporting a
rather spiffy moustache-goatee
combo called the Van Dyck.
It is named after the Dutch painter
Anthony Van Dyck whose portraits
of British noblemen popularised
this type of beard in the 1630s.
Self Portrait
George Jamesone
1637, oil on canvas
ABDAG003051

Jamesone was born in Aberdeen
and is considered Scotland’s
single most noteworthy painter
before the 1700s. Intriguingly,
Horace Walpole designated him
the ‘Van Dyck of Scotland’.

Regent Skene
of Rubislaw
John Scougall
1706, oil on canvas
ABDAG003631

Shave Yourselves!
As artificial hair invaded 18th-century gents’ heads, natural
hair was banished from their faces: the ideal enlightened
gentleman had an open mind and an unobstructed face.
This fashionably beardless bro was a Professor of
Philosophy and Regent of King’s College in Aberdeen.

The Beard and
Moustache Movement
Pretty much every self-respecting
Victorian man wore a beard.
In 1853, an article in Charles Dickens’s
Household Words entitled ‘Why shave?’
explained how a well-groomed beard
is not merely a dignified symbol of
manly strength but also a sanitary boon.
It could act like a scarf to protect the
all-important oratory organs from
the cold, and it could filter the smoggy
London air to keep the beard owner’s
lungs clean.
Around the same time soldiers in the
Crimean War (1854-56) set the trend
by growing out their beards, and
Charles Darwin hypothesised about
the evolutionary origin of men’s beards.

Beards

Alexander Macdonald’s effort to assemble a set
of artists’ portraits created a real-time record
of some of the 19th century’s greatest artists,
and of their wonderfully diverse beards.

A spectacular rendition of the
neck curtains known as Dundreary
whiskers or Piccadilly wheepers.
The unusual angle allows
maximum appreciation of
a most excellent beard.

Thomas Faed, RA
John Pettie
1884, oil on canvas
ABDAG004099

Self Portrait
Sir Edward J G Poynter
1882, oil on canvas
ABDAG004348

Beards
Enjoy the way in which the light reflects off
Henry Davis’s brilliant beard. It glows.
Marine painter William McTaggart
combined his beard with a
moustache so powerful that even
a walrus would be envious.

Self Portrait
Henry W B Davis
1883, oil on canvas
ABDAG003150

William McTaggart RSA RSW
Sir George Reid
1891, oil on canvas
All Alexander Macdonald Bequest, 1901

ABDAG003993

Moustaches
Moustaches became
compulsory for British soldiers
in 1860. Sir Nevil Macready,
who had started his military
career with the Gordon
Highlanders, hated his own
‘tache so much that he
abolished the regulation in 1916.
But the moustache continued
to flourish under the noses
of numerous men in the first
decades of the 20th century.

Fro’ Mo’ Farquharson
Joseph ‘Frozen Mutton’
Farquharson earned his
nickname from painting
sheep in snowy landscapes.
But it’s anyone’s guess how
his mo’ would have fared in
the cold. . . Thankfully he
took to working in a hut
with wheels and a stove.

Self Portrait
Joseph Farquharson
1882, oil on canvas
Alexander Macdonald Bequest, 1901
ABDAG002353

Protecting the Moustache

Moustache cup
1911, glazed earthenware
Presented in 2012 by Dorothy Semple
ABDMS084521

The moustache cup was designed to prevent tea
from staining the moustache or melting the wax in it
by holding the hot liquid back with the addition of a
wave-shaped ledge inside the mug. King George V’s
own impressive moustache can be admired on the
front of the cup which celebrates his coronation.

Furry Faces
While men of the 1950s tended to
be clean-shaven thanks to the wide
availability of razors, the full-on face
bush re-emerged in the 1960s, along
with long hair, as a symbol of protest.
In general, beard fashions became
more transient as widely available
shaving equipment and various
stars’ follicular styles vied for
consumers’ attention.

George Bernard Shaw
Sir Jacob Epstein about 1934 (1st cast 1940),
bronze on marble plinth
Purchased in 1958 with income from the
Macdonald Bequest
ABDAG004615

Legend has it that little George Bernard Shaw
asked his father why he shaved. His father threw
his razor out of the window, said ‘Why the hell
do I?’ and never shaved again. Shaw continued
that tradition. It is also speculated that the
beard hid the marks of a smallpox infection.

Furry Faces

Leafy Self-Portrait
John Byrne
2011, oil on canvas
Purchased in 2011 with the aid
of a grant from the National
Fund for Acquisitions
ABDAG017654

Beards are proliferating once more in
the second decade of the 21st century.
Thankfully, artist and writer John Byrne’s
spectacular beard is a recurring feature in
his frequent but versatile self-portraits.

